These lectures are meant for First Years studying the Latin Language paper in Mods. The lectures will discuss aspects of Latin that run through the speech; but they will combine this with the closer consideration of particular passages. The last lecture in particular will look at ingredients of Cicero’s style; but the strategy and manner of the speech will be borne in mind throughout. Please have a text handy if you can.

These will be live sessions by Teams; this is the link to the meetings:
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_Yjc5ZGE2NzQtZWJiMy00NDFlLTQlNjctMGM0MWUxOTJhYjk5azer%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22%3a%22cc95de1b-97f5-4f93-b4ba-fe68b52cf91%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%2215901a95-4b34-49f5-9a50-79ad29265e66%22%7d